An environment is a set of name-value bindings, maintained for a particular user, that are provided to a process at runtime. This can provide a great deal of flexibility in tailoring the behavior of programs to a particular user's preferences. It can also serve as a simple means of interprocess communication . To be useful, however, the environment must take into account the natural structure of a user's work. Groups of cooperating processes form jobs and should share certain bindings. At the same time. processes in different jobs running on the same machine should share other bindings. A Oat name space for bindings does not provide sufficient structure to handle these overlapping sets of shared bindings. The PPM Environment Manager provides an environment with a variety of contexts, allowing bindings to be, for example, machine-specif ic or application-spe cific. The environment, however, remains simple to use. The PPM Environment Manager was designed to support multiprocess programs, distributed programs, and programs offloaded in a network of machines. A prototype has been implemented on top of UNIX 4.3BSD.
Environments
Information that is useful to or necessary for a running program may not be determinable when the program is written, compiled, and linked. For example, a program may need to know
• the login name of the user running the program • the home directory of the user • the desired time to wait for some response before giving up • the address of a service • the user's preferred font size for displayed output One approach to providing this information at runtime is to bind a value to a logical name known to a program and to have the program call a routine to evaluate this binding. Following this approach, we would like to give each user fine-grained control over exactly the information provided to each program that he runs. We would like, at the same time, to make it easy for the user This work was sponsored in pan by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DoD), ARPA Order No. 4871, monitored by the Naval Electronics Systems Command under conuact No. N00039-84-C-0089. Additional suppon was provided by illM. The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the author and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed or implied, of the Defense Research Projects Agency, of rhe US Goverment, or of illM.
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to provide this infonnation, and for application writers to take advantage of the flexibility that it provides.
We call such a set of name-value bindings an environment. (We adopt the tenn from the UNIX operating system.) An environment can serve three functions:
Information repository --An environment provides a unifonn mechanism for supplying infonnation to a program at runtime. This infonnation would otherwise have to be wired into the program, supplied as command line arguments, read from a particular initialization file, or supplied by some other ad hoc mechanism.
Point of indirection --An environment can serve as a point of indirection in accessing objects in global name spaces. For example, service addresses and file names can be placed in the environment. A user might bind the address of his preferred print server to an environment name. A printing program could evaluate this name to find the actual address to send the output to. This flexibility can be useful both in testing new services and in tailoring the services used by each user to an appropriate set of resources.
Means of communication --
If the bindings in the environment are shared, processes without shared address spaces have a simple means of communicating . This can be used to help set up other communication channels. It can also be used to update infonnation used by programs, even infonnation that is not expected to change in the usual case, without requiring every application writer to include apecial provisions for such updates.
The user should not, of course, have to set a binding for each process to which it is relevant He should be able to bind a value to a name once for evaluation by a set of processes. The user should have the ability, however, to set a binding to different values for different groups of processes. Some infonnation, for example, may be machine specific, and should be seen only by processes on a particular machine. Some infonnation is job specific, and should be seen only by processes in a particular job. Some infonnation is application specific, and should be seen only by processes running particular applications. The problem in constructing an environment suitable for distributed computing is to provide this flexibility, without sacrificing simplicity and convenience.
In this paper we describe the PPM Environment Manager, pan of the Personal Program
Manager, or PPM [13] (an earlier version of PPM is described in [4] ). PPM provides a layer of distributed program management services between applications and the underlying operating system (or systems). These services are used by application programs including such tools as command interpreters supporting distributed computations and supporting login sessions where jobs are shifted between machines to balance their loads. The PPM Environment Manager provides a shared pool of name-value bindings for the processes of a particular user. The structure of the environment's name space and the semantics for binding evaluation provides the flexibility necessary for distributed programming, without making the environment difficult to use. Section 2 of this paper describes related work. Section 3 describes the design of the PPM Environment, its name space and values. Section 4 discusses a prototype implementation, and Section 5 concludes.
Related Work
The term ''environment,·' we have said, is adopted from the UNIX operating system. The standard UNIX command interpreters, or shells, that is the Bourne Shell [3] , the C shell [7] , and the Kom Shell [8] , support environments copied into each process's address space. These environments can be used as information repositories, but the simple copying semantics make it difficult to store information that is application specific or, in a distributed system, location specific. Because each process holds separate copies of bindings, they cannot be used for communication.
An environment manager has been proposed for MACH [14] which allows bindings to be shared. The environment manager is a separate server process that provides its clients with access to a pool of bindings. Each process may share access to its parent's environment, be given a copy of its parents environment, or be given an empty environment. The choice is the parent process's. This does not allow a child process to change a binding for its parent unless the parent allows for this possibility. There can be problems with this. Suppose that a shell process holds its current working directory as an environment binding. (This can be useful if the shell is running on a different machine from the one where it is starting jobs.) Rather than building a ''change working directory'' command into the shell, the working directory could be set in a shared environment by a program run by the shell. The shell, however, would have to treat the process running this command differently from other programs, which would have copies of the shell's environment to insulated them from this very change.
It is possible for a process to acquire access to more than one scope in the MACH scheme.
Thompson suggests that this might allow a process to access either a local scope or a widely shared global scope. As in UNIX, names in the MACH scheme are simple character strings.
Because the user may have access to more than one scope, the calls to set or evaluate bindings require that the scope be explicitly specified. This mechanism allows access to multiple contexts, but does not address the problems of organizing these multiple contexts so as to provide appropriate access to machine-specific or application-specific bindings. Distributed applications might wish to share access to global information. However, a binding for something like host machine name could not be placed in a context shared by processes on different machines; placing it in private contexts, however, makes it difficult to maintain, since it cannot be allowed to be copied across a machine boundary.
Some of the functionality desired for environments has been offered by system name servers, such as Grapevine [1] [12] and the Cambridge Name Server [10] , but without providing the individual user control over the precise bindings seen be each process. System name servers allow values to be bound to logical names, but the same bindings are generally seen by large sets of processes. This is useful, for example, for publicizing· a server's address to a large number of client's. It is not as useful, however, for allowing multiple instances of a client each to contact a separate instance of a server. Such name servers are not useful for passing user specific information, such as a user's full name.
Cheriton and Mann's [5] name interpretation model for the V system has some of the features of an environment and some of a system name server. In the V system, at the lowest Bindings must somehow be set for a process to evaluate. Some bindings might be set specifically for one process, but most will be provided as default settings to a number of processes. There are, in general, two ways that this could come about. The bindings might lie in a context shared among a number of processes, or bindings might be copied from an existing context when new contexts are created. The latter possibility we will call inheritance. It is also possible for these two schemes to be combined if a new context can inherit a reference to a binding in a different context. For now we will focus on pure inheritance.
Copying bindings each time a new context is created is not the only way of implementing inheritance. It can also be implemented by looking for a simple name in each of a chain of contexts when evaluating a binding. The choice between these possibilities is not important at an abstract level, but since the latter implementation is simpler to illustrate, we will assume that implementation for now.
Inheritance allows the specialization of bindings without name conflicts. This is illustrated in Figure 1 . rather than Gemini, the binding for HOST must be reset, rather than inherited. If Pl were to start a child process on Gemini, the binding would have to be explicitly reset again, even though its grandparent has the correct binding. This is unfortunate, because it requires that the parent process (or some other authority) know exactly which bindings need to be reset under various circumstances.
There are other bases for inheritance than parentage; bindings might be inherited on the basis of the machine on which they run, the application program they are running, the job to which they belong. Rather than choosing a single basis for inheritance it is possible for a context to have multiple independent lines of inheritance.
Multiple inheritance is useful when the applicability of properties to sets of objects is predominantly, but not exclusively, hierarchical. The collections of processes in the same job, on the same machine, and running the same program overlap, so any attempt to force these attributes into a strict hierarchical organization would make setting bindings dependent upon an inferior attribute cumbersome. The need for multiple inheritance arises in other areas, such as in the design of object-oriented languages. Several of these languages, including Flavors [9] , Trellis/Owl [11] and CommonLoops [2] have introduced multiple inheritance into their method (or function) inheritance scheme. In object-oriented languages, a class of objects is often a refinement of a more general class, so the definitions of general operations are often inherited by specialized subclasses. Sometimes, however, a class is a hybrid of two or more general classes.
In this case the new class inherits aspects of both general classes. Owl/frellis requires the program to explicitly resolve ambiguities that may arise when conflicting definitions are inherited.
Flavors and CommonLoops define a precedence among the ancestor classes for resolving conflicting definitions. These same alternatives are available for resolving ambiguities in the inheritance of bindings in an environment.
Inheritance in PPM
The PPM Environment allows a process to inherit bindings through multiple lines of inheritance (see Figure 2) . Evaluation Paths:
Note that a line of inheritance for a process is a path upwards through a tree of contexts. A single root can be used to unite these trees, and so we will call them inheritance subtrees. We have experimented with three kinds of inheritance subtrees:
• Default subtrees contain bindings that can be applicable to all processes. Typically an evaluation path will include references to a high-precedenc e default tree and a lowprecedence default tree.
• Machine subtrees contain bindings that arc applicable to processes on a particular machine.
• Application subtrees contain bindings that are applicable to processes that are running a particular application.
We have treated inheritance by copying bindings into new contexts as equivalent with inheritance by looking up the binding in a series of contexts. In doing so, we have skipped over one point: What if a bindings value has changed since the process was created? Pure inheritance suggests that the old value of the binding should be returned, but this limits the utility of the environment for communication. We therefore make a basic distinction between the semantics of bindings inherited from the upper two levels and from the lower two levels. For bindings set in the upper levels, a process inherits the value the binding held when the process was created. For bindings set in the lower two levels, a process inherits a reference to the binding, rather than the value, and will see the binding's most recently assigned value. This has the effect of insulating running processes from changes at the upper levels, while allowing interprocess communication through bindings set at the lower levels.
Naming
Thus far, we have considered only the evaluation of bindings specified by simple names.
These are looked up in contexts following the rules of inheritance. To set bindings in one of these contexts, however, it is necessary to be able to name the context explicitly. Contexts are given hierarchical names, resembling the file names in a hierarchical file system. An empty root By using full names, any process can name (and hence set or a evaluate a binding in) any
context. Most applications, however, evaluate bindings primarily through simple names and set bindings primarily using nicknames. Nicknames offer a form of relative naming. By using nicknames, all the contexts affecting a process can be referred to by fixed strings. This makes it much easier for programs to refer to bindings and to express indirections. (One use of this is to use nicknames to express a process's evaluation path, as shown in Figure 4 .) It is more complex than the relative naming mechanisms used in hierarchical file systems because a process does not have a single ''current context,'' instead having several.
Bindings
The PPM Environment holds three types of bindings, actual values. special values. and
indirections. An actual value is a set of uninterpreted bytes. A special value allows a specific binding to be unset (using the value UNDEFINED) or masked (using the value /LLDEFINED).
When a binding is unset values may be inherited from higher contexts in the same line of inheritance. When a binding is masked, values in the same line of inheritance will not be inherited. This is used primarily for debugging. If a binding holds an indirection, that is a reference to another binding, this new binding will be evaluated, and its value returned. Figure 5 shows an example of how these possibilities work. If the value of TIMEOUT is set to an actual value in the context <.PROC>, that actual value will be seen by Pl. If the special value UNDEANED is used, the value 20 sec will be inherited from <.JOB>. If ILLDEANED is used, the value in <.JOB> will be masked and the value 30 sec will be inherited from <.!OB.HOST>. If <PROC>!T/MEOUT is set to be an indirection through the binding <PROC.HOST>IT/ME OUT, the latter will be evaluated, and its value, inherited from <.JOB.HOST> will be returned. Finally, if <PROC>ITIMEOUT is set to an indirection through LONGTIME, this name will be evaluated and its value returned. If <PROC>ITIMEOU T is set to an indirection, such as @LONGTIME, and a call is made to set the value of <PROC>!TIMEOU T to the value 45 sec, it is the value of <JOB>ILONGTIM E that will change. This is usually, but X.409 (DcSchon [6] presents a useful comparison of this and other data representation standards).
The first time that an environment subtree is accessed, the subtree is initialized. Initial values for bindings are read from some file or set of files. The files used is dependent upon the type of information held by the subtree. The current implementation allows default subtrees, machine subtrees, and application subtrees, each with its own naming conventions for initialization files. The initialization files may contain bindings to be placed in any subtree, not just the newly accessed one. This may be done to allow the initialization, say, to place in a machine subtree an indirection to a value placed in a default subtree.
Implementing the PPM Environment
The PPM Environment has been implemented on top of UNIX 4.3BSD as part of PPM, a set of services and tools for supporting distributed login sessions. Since one of the goals of PPM was to assist distributed programs in handling machine failure, the PPM Environment Manager was implemented as a distributed program holding replicated data. This approach ensures that when a machine fails, the bindings for processes that had been running on that machine can still be evaluated.
Oients of the PPM Environment Manager make calls to an interface library. The library routines set and evaluate bindings through a remote procedure call (RPC) to a local server processes. Setting a binding requires that all of the servers update their copy of the binding value. Lookups can then be performed entirely locally.
The time taken to perform operations on the environment is dominated by the time taken for RPCs, which can vary considerably with the system load. Our implementation relied upon UDP datagrams. The dominant factor here is the rescheduling delay incurred by the process making RPCs, which will be long in moderately loaded machines. Thus, the time taken for a local RPC varies from 10 to 30 ms on a lightly to moderately loaded VAX 785 and from 4 to 15 ms on a VAX 8600. The time taken for an RPC between such machines varies from 12 to 35 ms.
The time to evaluate a binding is essentially detennined by the time to perfonn a local RPC.
Setting a binding requires a two-phase protocol where the binding is first locked and then updated. The local setver acts as coordinator for this protocol. Again, the major cost is the rescheduling delay that can occur. The calls to the remote participants can be overlapped, however, which minimizes the cost of adding new participants.
The The current implementatio n of the PPM Environment Manager implements inheritance by lookup. Contexts are created only as they are needed, that is empty contexts need not be explicitly created. Contexts at the job and process level are created when bindings are set for at this level. These contexts are eliminated after a job has tenninated. Thus, it is possible to evaluate bindings in the context of a process which has tenninated if the job of which it is part has not terminated. Job tennination is decided by other components of PPM, and the PPM Environment
Manager is then infonncd. At the command session and login session levels, binding values are timestamped. Each binding value has a valid time, between the time that it was set and the present or the time that it was reset. A value applies to any process that was created during its valid time. The time at which each process was created is available from other components of PPM. Values which are not applicable to any current process can be disposed of.
Conclusions
The PPM Environment Manager offers a shared pool of bindings to processes belonging to a particular user that may be scattered across a number of machines. The name space of the environment and the semantics of binding evaluation provide a rich structure that allows a wide variety of information to be passed through the environment without complicated programming.
This environment has been quite important in implementing other portions of PPM, a system designed to support distributed applications by providing the user with a coherent distributed login session [13] . We have used the PPM Environment to implement a command interpreter able to run distributed jobs. The environment is used to hold items such as the default working directory for each machine, the machine on which to create the next process, the sources and destinations of each process's inputs and outputs. The environment is also used in configuring bytestream l/0 and in implementing a library for message 1/0, which hides the details of addressing from the application program. We use the environment to hold dependency relations among the processes of a distributed job. These are evaluated and acted upon by components of PPM when a process fails, to simplify the handling of failure for the application program.
We hope that future versions of the PPM Environment Manager will integrate access to the environment with access to a system name server. With larger networks, a greater variety of resources, and more flexible displays, adaptability to the needs of particular users is of growing importance, and the diverse mechanisms for passing information should be replaced by a single, consistent approach. We believe that the flexibility to change bindings seen by individual jobs and processes is a useful aid to program development, that the environment scoping model is important in the development of distributed software, and that the use of the environment will encourage the development of more flexible applications programs.
